OPINION NO. 2013 - 113392

Date: 10/22/2013

Complaint Description: 19Y Net Metering
08A Rate Case Items - Opposed

First: John
Last: Valente

Nature of Complaint: OPPOSED

ELECTRIC

I wish to comment on the upcoming meeting regarding Net Metering Policy. I have a solar system and was part of the APS "sponsored" rebate program to install one. Sponsored in the sense that all the rate payer contributed to the pool for funding as you know. Now APS wants to charge more because I am helping them defer the cost of building new power plants. It is not like my system was free - it cost me thousands of dollars in spite of rebates. I still pay a high charge for "delivery" of the power that I use to my home which is suppose to pay for maintenance of the system. I am helping APS, the environment and still paying over a hundred dollars per month in utility bills. The Commission needs to say no to the APS request as this was a bait an switch scheme on their part. I am asking the commission to support the

*End of Complaint*

Utilities' Response:

Investigator's Comments and Disposition:
10/22/13: Entered for the record and docketed

CLOSED

*End of Comments*
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